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DER DOLLAR MUß LEBEN,

THE DOLLAR MUST SURVIVE / EURO CAN DIE

Translated by J M Damon

We Germans have been worrying about our money for

a long time. Since the black weeks of the stock

crash in August, we have been living in crisis mode.

In fact, DER SPIEGEL magazine titled its issue of 22

August 2011 GELDUNTERGANG – The Collapse of

Money.

The middle classes are worried most of all, since their

prosperity is built on debt. Despite respectable earnings

they have oversized mortgages on oversized houses

and oversized payments on oversized cars. They put

extravagant vacations on credit cards.

In addition to this, everybody has a policy or two

among the ninety million life insurance policies as well

as several funds and maybe certficates for the hundred

billion or so Euros in “investments.” More than a few

“smart investors” have bought these certificates on

credit...

It is perfectly normal to have anxieties about the future

now that a new world recession and growing

unemployment are predicted for 2012.

The government securities with which our insurance

policies are stuffed are getting shaky.

Panic is popularized in the mainstream media and this

panic is gladly tolerated, possibly even desired by the

powers that be.

Remember that there is no such thing as co

in the mainstream media regarding subjects of general

concern – think of the government’s psychological

preparations for war in Libya, Syria and Iran.

We are constantly warned of the vital necessity of

rescuing the Euro and we are told that there is

absolutely no alternative to preserving it.

In “Gerlish” this the “TINA Imperative”

Is No Alternative.

In days gone by, Chancellor Schröder would have

responded to such pecuniary authoritarianism with

“Enough already!”

A number of Euro states, including Great Britain, are for

all practical purposes bankrupt and should so declare as

such.

The existence of the Euro can be prolonged only if the

hopelessly indebted states that still have some
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It is perfectly normal to have anxieties about the future

now that a new world recession and growing

The government securities with which our insurance

Panic is popularized in the mainstream media and this

panic is gladly tolerated, possibly even desired by the

Remember that there is no such thing as co-incidence

in the mainstream media regarding subjects of general

think of the government’s psychological

preparations for war in Libya, Syria and Iran.

We are constantly warned of the vital necessity of

rescuing the Euro and we are told that there is

absolutely no alternative to preserving it.

the “TINA Imperative” – TINA = There

In days gone by, Chancellor Schröder would have

responded to such pecuniary authoritarianism with

A number of Euro states, including Great Britain, are for

krupt and should so declare as

The existence of the Euro can be prolonged only if the

hopelessly indebted states that still have some

appearance of solvency assume the debts of the

hopelessly indebted states that are obviously insolvent.

The EU states that still appear solvent are

Germany, Holland, Austria, Finland and

Luxemburg.

By demanding cash collateral for assisting Greece,

however, Finland has dropped out of the fanatical EU

solidarity clique.

Only Germany remains as protector of the Euro.

“Last one out, turn off the Euro light, please.”

It is thanks solely to Germany that the European Union

is an economically powerful organization.

An exit by Germany would totally devastate it and

cause the deformed national economies on its periphery

to immediately sink into economic and political chaos.

Already there are harbingers of chaos and the

dissolution of public order everywhere we look.

Even here in Saxon Frankenberg, windows are

indiscriminately smashed and in Chemnitz burning

automobiles illuminate

LUMPENPROLETARIAT makes its presence known.

In order to understand the policies and anticipate

coming events, we have to be familiar with the axioms

of neoliberalist politics.

If we investigate the axioms of the West in general and

the European Union in particular, we find the following

to be true:

The First Axiom is: The power of the USA and the

continuing existence of the dollar as the principal world

reserve currency must not be challenged!

The Second Axiom is: No impediments may be pla

in the path of the financial markets, and globalist policy

must be the “maidservant of the finance markets!”

The Third Axiom is that no limitations may be placed

on free trade among the transnational corporations and

their plundering of weaker national

The Fourth Axiom is that there are no alternatives to

the European Union and the Euro, which must be

preserved at all costs.

The Fifth Axiom is that on behalf of international

financiers, money must be extracted from the nations

and their social systems in order to secure the debt
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obligations of the governments and cover the

speculative debts of the banksters.

The Sixth Axiom is that rebellious or dissenting

groups must feel the full power force of the law in order

to maintain “public order.”

The currency war emanates from the USA.

Washington’s war aims are to destabilize the Euro

Zone, enable speculation in Euro Zone state debt and

devalue the Dollar in order to revive, exports from the

USA.

The EU and the so-called Federal Republic of Germany

devoutly support America’s war aims.

When the USA demands liquidation of the Euro, the

Federal Republic will immediately resurrect the Dmark

and allow the Euro bubble to burst.

Washington has not yet arrived at the point of

instructing Germany to dump the Dmark, however. Our

American mentors still need the Euro.

The European Union is the economic and financial

staging area for their ongoing campaign against Russia,

as well as the financial base of NATO’s European

contingents.

The European Union is utterly obedient to the Anglo

Saxon financial oligarchy. Its financial policies serve the

interests of Anglo Saxon financial institutions, while EU

politicians insure speculation through permanent bank

bailouts of Wall Street and the City of London.

They agree that it is necessary for England’s ancient

war against Germany to continue – a war that England

has been waging since the founding of the Second

Reich in 1871 and the onset of German

industrialization.

Many EU policies are comprehensible only if we

recognize them as an effusion of the ancient

chauvinism of Germany’s traditional enemies.

If Germany piles up debts of another two and a half

trillion in order to rescue the Euro – in addition to the

two trillion it has already accumulated – it will collapse

economically, socially and politically.

The plan of the power elite in England is for Germany to

poison itself financially. For this reason, we can be

relatively sure that the Euro will continue to exist until

Germany’s bitter end.

On page 19 of the magazine Economy Week for 22

August 2011 there is a delightful cartoon of Junkers,

Berlusconi and Barroso in front of an open bank safe

having Germany’s emblem, helping themselves to

Euros and stuffing them into a blue sack decorated with

EU stars.

The title of the article reads: “Open door for the

safecrackers. By curbing debt and financial regulations,

Chancellor Merkel and President Sarkozy are

attempting to calm the markets. After this will come

‘solidarity loans.’”

As of August, the European Central Bank had paid out

around 100 billion Euros to buy up state bonds of

insolvent Euro countries.

In addition to this, the German Central Bank has

already loaned out around 340 billion Euros in

transactions between central banks of the Euro system.

It is extremely unlikely that these amounts will ever be

repaid, and the farce is becoming ever more comical.

Under European Council President Herman Van

Rompuy we will have an economic government for the

European Union that will override the laws of the

various national parliaments.

We already have the EFSF – European Financial

Stability Facility – under Klaus Regling who is paid a

mere 300,000 Euros. This is a joint stock company

founded on 7 June 2010 with headquarters in

Luxemburg and an initial capital of 31,000 Euros. Its

function is to receive 440 billion Euros in state bonds

backed by the Euro Zone countries.

For Germany, 148 billion Euros is at stake - the

DEUTSCHE FINANZAGENTUR GMBH – German Finance

Agency Ltd. is organizing issuance of state bonds.

At the special summit meeting of the European Council

it was decided that the EFSF – European Financial

Stability Facility – should buy the bonds of bankrupt

states on the secondary market.

To this end, approval by the 17 member states of the

Euro zone is required.

After 2013 the EFSF will be replaced by the ESM –

European Stability Mechanism, which will be

permanent.

The initial treaty was signed at a meeting of the

European Council on 11 July 2011.

The ESM is in fact designed as a European monetary

fund and is being developed according to that

organizational model.

Following approval by the national parliaments the ESM

is answerable to no one, and it enjoys judicial immunity

as well. Its jurisdiction will be extraterritorial as well.

The conceptual treaty is available on the Internet. It is

a monstrous document providing for deluded, absolute

domination of Europe by the financial oligarchy.

It places permanent rule over the economy and

finances of the EU securely in the hands of the financial

oligarchy. The individual states of the EU will lose

decisive rights of sovereignty.

To make sure that the public will not politically oppose

future additional schemes to rescue the Euro, it is being

driven into a panic.

The power elite is attempting to convince the people

that the usurpation of individual rights is necessary for

their economic protection, and this usurpation will

probably be successful.

Acting in the best conservative tradition, several

German professors are pursuing legal actions in the

BUNDESVERFASSUNGSGERICHT – “Constitutional

Court” – against the professed rescuers of the Euro.

The oligarchy will manage to dispense with them in

“friendly fashion” of course.

There are still a few democratic hurdles in the EU

states, but the parliaments are already softened up,
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and the bourgeois pseudo leftists in the SPD, Left Party

and the Greens are passionately in favor of European

economic governance as well as EU state bonds.

Fear of a politically strong Germany and “evil”

German nationalism is inciting them to treason

against their fellow citizens.

They are not bothered by the fact that under the ESM –

European Stability Mechanism – will come neoliberalist

social disintegration such as England, Greece and Spain

have experienced. Perhaps they even welcome it.

Perhaps they are secretly wishing for revolution.

The EFSF – European Financial Stability Facility – will

now be augmented with additional legislation, since the

Euro crisis is continuing to accelerate.

Euro Bonds are already here in the form of acquisitions

and buy-outs; soon they will be introduced directly.

When that happens, Germany will be allowed to take on

ever more debt for the entire European community.

Sometime after that, the debt avalanche will bury us in

national bankruptcy. Of course we can also move in the

direction of hyperinflation.

Wealthy Germans are already moving their money to

foreign havens and buying gold and silver for security.

Some day, knowledge and realization of the monstrous

policies adopted by our our power elite will filter down

into the social consciousness of the masses.

By then, however, we will have nothing left.

****************

The translator is a Germanophilic Germanist who makes

noteworthy German articles available to those who do

not read German.

____________________________

Fredrick Töben’s Correspondence with Holocaust Believer Dr Christian Lindtner who,

like those looking for “anti-Semitic incidents”, is obsessed with the infantile

nonsense-concept “chutzpah”

From: Per Nordin pernordin86@hotmail.com

Sent: Thursday, 20 October 2011 7:01 AM

To: carolyn@carolynyeager.com;

bsmith@prodigy.net.mx; hoaxbuster@earthlink.net;

toben@toben.biz

Subject: Professor Faurisson Needs YOUR Help!

Hello.

"Professor Faurisson Needs YOUR Help!":

http://holocaustdenialischutzpah.blogspot.com/2011/1

0/professor-faurisson-needs-your-help.html

Maybe you can help him? You can write

comments on the blog if you want to. Lets have a

open debate about this.

Best regards

Per Nordin

---------------------------------------

From: toben@toben.biz

To: pernordin86@hotmail.com; lindtner@dr.com

CC: reporternotebook@gmail.com;

bsmith@prodigy.net.mx; hoaxbuster@earthlink.net

Subject: RE: Professor Faurisson Needs YOUR

Help! No, no - Dr Lindtner needs to prove his

claims first!

Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2011 09:58:17 +1030

Thanks for this information.
1. Unfortunately Dr Lindtner is approaching the matter
quite deceptively because it is not for Professor
Faurisson to prove anything at all. He has merely taken
claims made by Holocaust believers, evaluated them,
found them wanting, then asked them to re-do their
homework again and come up with the proof of claims
made by a host of Holocaust survivors and believers.
2. Perhaps Dr Lindtner, who now has become a
Holocaust believer, can provide the evidence for the
two critical points listed at:
http://holocaustdenialischutzpah.blogspot.com/2011/1
0/professor-faurisson-needs-your-help.html

a. ‘Neither here nor elsewhere did there exist any order
to kill the Jews’ – Where is the written order that began
the claimed ‘systematic extermination of European
Jewry’?
Does Dr Lindtner not recall how Prof Raoul Hilberg in
his 1965 edition of The Destruction of European Jewry
mention two written Hitler orders, then under cross-
examination at the 1985 Toronto Zündel trial claimed
such written orders did not exist? Dr Lindtner is well
aware that this began the shift away from Hitler
towards Himmler being the culprit of the originating
impulse – and the story AGAIN changed, much like the
Ptolemaian circles-within-circles to save the perfection
of the assumed circular planetary motion instead of
adopting its elliptical factuality!
b. ‘Show me or draw me a Nazi gas chamber?’ – Where
is the murder weapon? I raised this basic and now well-
worn point with Dr Lindtner during our brief discussion
at Teheran in 2006. It’s not for Faurisson to prove
anything but rather for the Holocaust believers to
provide the evidence. Then recall that van Pelt and
Dwork in their 1996 written book, Auschwitz: From
1270 to the present, de-commissioned Krema I, which
they claimed was a symbolic representation of the real
homicidal gas chamber found at Krema II.
3. As a late believer in the Holocaust it is Dr Lindtner
who needs to prove these three assertions that make
up the Holocaust: 1. Six million Jews 2. Systematically
exterminated 3. in homicidal gas chambers.
4. Remember, since the 1985 and 1988 Zündel Toronto
trials no court case emerged where these matters were
canvassed in open court. From the fiasco experienced
by the Holocaust believers in these court cases - when
it was still possible to examine the truth-content of
statements made in court – in subsequent court
proceedings it became a matter of protecting hurt
feelings of those who made Holocaust-believing
allegations, and so the truth-content of an
assertion/allegation was no defence anymore.
5. Subsequent legal proceedings moved into watered-
down defamation action where any Holocaust
questioner is legally not accorded due process but is
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abused and defamed using the following concepts:
hater, Holocaust denier, anti-Semite, racist, Nazi,
xenophobe, and now even terrorist.
6. So, anyone who believes in the Holocaust-Shoah,
and is now offended by those who question or refuse to
believe in the official narrative. But of necessity such
believers, as Dr Lindtner has now become needs to
come up with the goods on such matters and prove
their claims/belief.
7. But remember, in Germany, Austria, Poland and
other countries it is illegal to DOUBT the official
Holocaust-Shoah narrative because it OFFENDS those
who believe in it. Then in some countries the Holocaust
narrative is falsely protected under racial discrimination
legislation where things Jewish are regarded as
religious and racial matters while Christian and Muslim
matters do not enjoy such legal protection. I now
wonder if Dr Lindtner is now attempting to ensnare
Revisionists to make statements that are actionable in
a court of law?
Cheers
Fredrick Töben
20 October 2011
– Adelaide Australia
==============================
From: ReportersNotebook@yahoogroups.com On

Behalf Of Amelia

Sent: Tuesday, 1 November 2011 8:04 AM

To: ReporterNotebook

Cc: ReportersNotebook@yahoogroups.com

Subject: Re: reporters notebook response/ Michael

Hoffman replies to Dr. Lindtner

To all who are concerned for a future life of freedom:

In 1981 Long Beach, California businessman, Mel

Mermelstein, a claimed Auschwitz survivor sued the

Institute of Historical Review, whose fact-finding

claimed Jews fabricated the Holocaust. Superior Court

Judge Thomas Johnson, in taking “judicial notice” of the

Holocaust, ruled in favor of Mermelstein’s lawsuit.

Defense attorney Richard Fusilier believed his clients

would win the case and that the judicial notice of the

Holocaust may be appealed. He said that since he

began representing the Institute of Historical Review

(IHR), “there is some doubt in my mind that the

Holocaust actually happened.” (Charlotte Observer, Dec

10, 1982)

I have not heard of Dr. Lindtner until his

controversy with Dr. Toben, who is not a footnote

among the groups of academia. Besides other

historians/revisionists, Dr. Toben made a serious and

thorough study of facts and found evidence that

showed such a holocaust as presented could not have

existed. Dr. Lindtner sets up a weak example for his

attack which is a disgrace to himself, and a disservice

to Dr. Toben and those who did a thorough research of

facts and evidence against all the facts presented.

Doubt, proved. Without a doubt, the misleading facts

which the Holocaust “believers” do not substantiate

their exaggerated and mythical stories of what

happened in the Labor Camps. This is not a denial that

killings did take place in these camps, which were

relabeled as Concentration Camps or Death Camps,

but that it was not a planned system of genocide.

Why is it that the simplistic of truths are seldom

accepted as willingly as distorted facts or falsehoods, or

outright lies? Hitler’s “systematic” plan, The Final

Solution, was to deport the troublesome Jews to other

countries in Europe and around the world. Many

countries refused to accept them, including the United

States, and they had to be returned to Germany where

they where placed in the Labor Camps. Killings did not

start until the Polish Jews began their attacks on the

Nazi and SS troops which were welcomed in Poland and

other Eastern European countries and made the

people feel safer with the Nazi and SS Troops than

with the Soviet armies.

The real Holocaust was the 58 Millions killed during

WWII. Whether or not this number included the

Germans who perished was never mentioned.

Around 1985 events began to happen where the Berlin

Wall once stood. These events were not so significant

as they continued to grow while the few dedicated

academics for freedom in a free market tried to bring

back the failing economy....An arrogant, internationalist

powerful elite continue to conspire in their new world

production commodities as the growing global

industries and businesses multiply in Europe and in

other western, industrialized nations once capable of

producing their own goods and needs, that would keep

out continuing inflation and the higher costs of daily

living as prices and wages chase each other up their

planned economic ladder....hardly aware outside of

Wall Street.

The post war reconstruction of Europe was successfully

moving along until the weakened special-interest

groups and all kinds of new pressure groups were

successfully developing. The group of internationalist,

socialistic power elite coolly grows more powerful as it

spreads its collective will, and Europe’s debit crisis

becomes a global responsibility.

When you think of what is happening to the economy in

a few European countries, and spreading its debit crisis

to the United States, which has its own deficit crisis

...the problem is serious, and not short term. Strife,

chaos, and revolts against the governments of

Mideastern countries continue to grow, the European

Union is on its way towards that New World Order, and

so the pattern continues with Mexico, the United States

and Canada. The World Bank, the International

Monetary Fund, the Federal Reserve System, NATO and

many other one-world groups and programs,

meanwhile spread their reaching grip over the vast sea

of the growing faceless billions who make up the world

of little people.

Historical revisionism is a legitimate academic right—

not a denial, anti-Semitic, or bigotry group, but sincere

academics and intellectuals intent on giving the world

the truth before the bigotry of the Jewish Holocaust

destroys the entire world, and then become the master
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race of divine gods to whom they believe the world

belongs...It can be done through a united and

concerted effort to put together a thesis that will

enlighten the people of the world by buying space in

the major newspaper to spread their

conclusions...those who follow their findings can help

by making a contribution towards the expense of such

an “ad.” For surely, no paper will publish such an

editorial warning the unsuspected that the approaching

dawn of a happier, freer life is coming, rather than

what is really happening...a descending night of

slavery.

APA

---------------------------------------

From: ReporterNotebook

Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 11:15 PM

To: reportersnotebook

Subject: Michael Hoffman replies to Dr Lindtner

From: Michael Hoffman

<hoffman@revisionisthistory.org>

Date: Sun, Oct 30, 2011 at 11:11 PM

Subject: Michael Hoffman replies to Dr Lindtner

To: ReportersNotebook-owner@yahoogroups.com

Cc: ReporterNotebook Santomauro

<reporternotebook@gmail.com>

Michael Hoffman replies to Dr Lindtner

Oct. 30, 2011

Fredrick Toben wrote:"...it is Dr Lindtner who needs

to prove these three assertions that make up the

Holocaust: 1. Six million Jews 2. Systematically

exterminated 3. in homicidal gas chambers."

Dr. Lindtner writes: "Dr. Toben launches a ‘definition'

of the “Holocaust.' I do not accept this poor definition,

for it is far too narrow..."

Hoffman to Lindtner:

*

Dear Dr. Lindtner

“Holocaust” has no precise definition and you exploit

the ambiguity of this Newspeak.

What makes the tragic World War II experience of

Judaics under Hitler supposedly different from the

tragic World War II experience of Russian Christians

under Stalin, or German civilians under RAF firestorms,

is the Six Million figure and the so-called gassings.

If one subtracts those two claims from the horrors the

Nazis inflicted on the Judaics, then that horror is on

approximately the same level as what Stalin and

Churchill perpetrated against Christians and Germans.

If however, you seek to preserve this special

ontological category, this unprecedented “Holocaust,”

you must focus precisely where Dr. Töben has

indicated: Six Million casualties and millions gassed.

Yes, there were other facets of the persecution and

extrusion of Judaics by the Nazis, but nothing that is

exceptional in 20th century history, since German

civilians experienced them during and after World War

II.

It is this exceptionalism that is the hallmark of both

“The Holocaust” and the religion of Judaism itself, with

its exceptional Holy People above all other nations of

the world.

If you refuse Töben’s focus on the legend's exceptional

claims, you have nothing left with which to buttress

your Orwellian Holocaust Newspeak.

Michael Hoffman www.revisionisthistory.org

======================

Dr Christian Lindtner’s response to Dr Töben’s
comment

Dr. Toben ALSO needs YOUR Help!
Dr. Toben´s October 2011 comments go to show that I

was not wrong in making the claim that "Holocaust

Denial is Chutzpah".

He clearly claims that it is not for Prof. Faurisson to

prove anything at all, for Prof. Faurisson does not make

any claims himself.

But actually Prof. F. makes numerous claims, some of

them even being quoted by Dr. Toben himself, e.g.,

"Neither here or elsewhere did there exist any order to

kill the Jews."

That is a nice case of Chutzpah, or sophistry: To make

a claim, and then claim that you make no claim.

I posed several questions to Prof. Faurisson without

receiving any answer. Dr. Toben then turned up, but,

alas, also failed to answer my questions. He simply

ignored them, coming up with a few personal insults

instead.

That, too, is a nice case of Chutzpah.

Dr. Toben launches a "definition" of the "Holocaust". I

do not accept this poor definition, for it is far too

narrow, and not in accordance with what actually

happened. It would be like defining a car, leaving out

the engine, the doors, the wheels, the windows etc. The

cheap trick is to invent a stupid definition and then

ascribe it, wrongly and dishonestly, to your opponent.

That, too, is a nice case of Chutzpah.

Dr. Toben also makes false inferences when asking for

a Hitler order. From the fact that there is no WRITTEN

order here and now, he infers that there never was any

order at all.

But there is good evidence that there was an ORAL

order, as has often been pointed out by myself and

others.

Thus, he not only ignores available evidence of an oral

order, but also resorts to a false inference.

That, too, is a nice case of Chutzpah.

Finally, Dr. Toben makes various claims with regard to

various trials, but they too, are - mere claims without

any proofs being offered.

Dr. Toben is, of course, welcome to make all these false

or empty claims. At the same time it ought to be clear

to him that it is he himself - not his opponent - who is

preventing an open debate on the Holocaust.

So, if he deplores that there is no open debate, that,

too, is a nice case of Chutzpah.
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A personal note: A friend of mine finds that I am

wasting far too much time on "these nuts". One should,

instead, just ask these "mad deniers" to explain what

Himmler had in mind when he stated, in July 1941, and

in June 1944:

1. "Sämtliche Juden müssen erschossen werden.

Judenweiber in die Sümpfe treiben!"

2. "Es ist gut, dass wir die Härte hatten, die Juden

in unserem Bereich auszurotten."

====================

Hello Michael [Santomauro–Reporters Notebook -

]

This is so annoying, I've tried to respond to Dr.

Lindtner, and it returns some message in Thai, because

I live in Thailand, and Google doesn't seem to realise

that Thailand has a huge expatriate population that

can't make head nor tail of Thai writing, even if they

can say a few words in the language.

Here's my comment:

Dr. Lindner is kidding, right?

"But there is good evidence that there was an ORAL

order, as has often been pointed out by myself and

others."

Well, give us the evidence, don't tell us that you have

often pointed it out.

Famed movie producer, Sam Goldwyn has been

credited with saying: "A verbal contract isn't worth the

paper it's printed on." Well, Dr. Lindner, an unrecorded

oral order carries much the same legal weight. None at

all.

Had Hitler given the Germans such an order, I doubt

that it would have been executed in the haphazard way

that the various camp commandants claimed they had

carried it out, after having been tortured into such

admissions, prior to the Nuremberg trials, as I have

illustrated in my video:

"Holocaust, Hate Speech & Were the Germans so

Stupid? — Updated & Revised" which is still on Vimeo.

Give my full name, and whatever.

Take care,

Anthony Lawson

--------------------------------

Hello Mr. Lawson,

Who in the world would say that Hitler gave the order

"to the Germans"?

What a silly idea!

All serious scholars are aware that the oral order was

given to the RFSS, Himmler, and to Heydrich of the

RSHA,later on, by Hitler himself, to Kube. Himmler and

Heydrich passed on the Führerbefehl on to numerous

SS and police officers (Daluege et al.), HSSPF, SSPF,

and others. They followed the order, as evidence

shows.

You will find the German evidence of the oral

Führerbefehl presented and carefully discussed in

Wolfgang Curilla, Die deutsche Ordnungspolizei im

Baltikum und in Weissrussland 1941-1944, Paderborn

2006, pp. 86-123.

Please understand that it will be a bit too much for me

to translate all these pages (with the 284 notes with

references) for you into Thai (or even English).

Some mad deniers claim that all this German evidence

was fabricated later on etc. But most often they simply

ignore it - which goes to show that they are not

scholars at all.

With regard to Höss: Do I really need to repeat that

just because Höss may well have been falsus in uno,

this does not mean that he was falsus in omnibus!

Just because you spell my name wrongly, I do not

claim that you spell all words wrongly!

Really, Mr. Lawson!

Finally, do feel free to comment on the two quotations

from Himmler.

It could be fun to hear what you have to say!

Regards

Christian Lindtner

===================

From: Per Nordin <pernordin86@hotmail.com>

Date: Sun, Oct 30, 2011 at 2:22 PM

Subject: RE: Professor Faurisson Needs YOUR

Help! No, no - Dr Lindtner needs to prove his

claims first!

Hello again Dr. Töben.

Dr. Lindtner has answered you here:

http://holocaustdenialischutzpah.blogspot.com/2011/1

0/dr-toben-also-needs-your-help.html

Please comment on the link, and lets have a open

debate on the holocaust. What do you think about that?

Best regards

Per Nordin

--------------------------------

Dear Per Nordin

Thank you for your 30 October 2011 advising me of Dr

Lindtner’s response to my email wherein I assert that it

is for Dr Lindtner to prove his claims rather than for

Professor Faurisson to answer Lindtner’s posed

questions.

I now re-affirm my stance here, and I concur with what

Mr Michael Hoffman has stated in his email of 30

October 2011, as well as the broader focus presented

by Mrs Amelia Aremia in her email of 1 November 2011

– as per below.

I hope this email exchange does not de-generate into

pure sophistry as occurred with the Muehlenkamp

matter where truth as a moral value/virtue was thrown

out the window by Muehlenkamp and where his

mindset revealed itself to be that of the Holocaust

believers who claim: ‘In my mind it was true that it

happened’.

As well, I wish to add the extraneous matter of

individuals revising-recanting their views on matters

Holocaust.

My most recent example is that of Mr Peter Myers who

used to call himself a ‘Holocaust sceptic’ but then
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recently became a ‘Holocaust believer’, thereby

continuing to adhere to his Marxist/Trotskyist-inspired

dialectically sharpened mindset. It seems to me that it

is just too uncomfortable and too threatening to take

on the biggest taboo of them all – never mind the

moral and intellectual breakdown that’s implicit in such

a ‘change of mind’.

I say this cautiously because anyone can change their

mind but then it should be made rationally as new

evidence becomes available.

In academia the classic case of recanting in recent

times is Dr Stuart Hayward who in 1993 completed an

MA thesis on the subject, then went to great length to

accommodate demands made by Jews clamouring for

his blood. In 1998 I submitted his thesis as a defence

before the Human Rights Commission, and in 2000 his

Canterbury University initiated an enquiry into how the

thesis came about, which concluded deficiencies existed

but because Hayward did not lie/was not dishonest the

university would refuse to downgrade the MA to a BA as

demanded by New Zealand’s Jews. It must be noted

that Hayward’s supervisors never re-canted! Hayward

re-canted but he never offered a rationale for his

change of mind, only to say ‘I stuffed up’. See Adelaide

Institute’s Newsletter No589 for latest on Hayward’s

ordeal.

In 1988 Dr Ingrid Rimland in her Demon Doctor

revealed herself to be a full-blown ‘Nazi-hunter’ who

claimed to be just a writer and not an ‘activist’. Then in

1995 Rimland set up the Zundelsite and she became a

fully-fledged Revisionist ‘activist’ with her Z-grams for

years becoming compulsory reading for all Revisionists.

I am unaware of Rimland offering a rational explanation

as to why she underwent such a radical mind-change.

Dr Lindtner’s change-of-mind has not been

accompanied by any rationale but Mr Juergen Graf’s

response, as presented in Adelaide Institute’s

Newsletter No 584, www.adelaideinstitute.org seems to

me adequately to offer such a rationale.

As I am still spending time at my little home in the

bush where I have no email or telephone connections,

and where I need to travel for an hour before getting a

limited Wi-Fi connection I have not had the opportunity

to download Dr Lindtner’s full response. I shall do this

as soon as I return to Adelaide.

Meanwhile I am nurturing my ideal of the hand and the

mind working as one so that I do not fall into the trap

of claiming: ‘In my mind it happened and therefore it

was true’.

Cleaning and beautifying my home is for me an

exercise where the mind and the hand work as one –

collecting fire wood, putting down a base for a rain

water tank, painting the roof of a house that is as old

as I – and more.

Arbeit Macht Frei – Work Liberates

… preparing a rainwater tank stand

… collecting fire wood – in summer?

… painting the roof

… making different kinds of crop circles
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Controlled demolition of a water tank and

stand.

... with John Bennett relaxing at the Yarra River,

Melbourne

Had Prime Ugly, Jew Steven Lewis of Sydney, had had

his way, then I would have become a bankrupt and I

would have lost my home of 26 years. He failed

because a handful of supporters came through with the

all-up $75,000 needed to fend off this sickly attack by

someone who gloated over my imminent demise a year

before the action was settled in court, on 20 July 2010:

Prime Ugly Jew Steven Lewis for once speaks the truth:

‘I was able for the last four years to work on the

Töben case, after the good work undertaken by

Peter Wertheim, Robert Goot, and before him

Justice Rothman when he was at the bar. We’re

able to jail Töben for contempt. We’re about to

bankrupt Töben. We’re able to fight back to the

Holocaust deniers and put them in jail, and that is

something that I feel great proud that I’ve been

able to achieve that result with the help of this

community.’

This bankruptcy theme was also taken up by YouTube

individuals – see Adelaide Institute Newsletter No 583.

So, now I have my example of a Jew who wished to

harm me, and still I claim: ‘Don’t blame the Jews,

blame those that bend to their pressure’. For me Prime

Ugly Jew Steven Lewis exemplifies a type of person

that has no redeeming human qualities on account of

his arrested mental development.

In this sense, I submit this preliminary response to Dr

Lindtner’s response – and I shall make contact again

when I am back in Adelaide.

Sincerely

Fredrick Töben

Goroke, Vic., Australia,

7 November 2011.

* Additional photos added on 24 November 2011.

_____________________________________

Sylvia Stolz reflects on the Joachim Schaefer case
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We Are, Oh, So Free in Germany!

Prison sentence for expressing an opinion on history!

……………..

On 12 September 2011, 82-year-old Joachim Schaefer was sentenced to six months in

prison without probation by the District Court Neuss for so called “Holocaust denial”.

The Cause: In June 2010 Joachim Schaefer had sent a

letter to a student. This letter was prompted by an

article in the Westdeutsche Zeitung, 6 March 2010,

titled: “Millions for Remembrance”. The article also

mentioned the name of the student. This is what

Schaefer read: “There is a new foundation which has

one goal, namely to make it possible for students of

Nordrhein-Westfalen and the rest of Germany to visit

the Holocaust memorial of Auschwitz – cost of the trip

per person, Euro 400. The Bethe foundation which is

involved in the hospice movement was supposed to

have donated six million Euro, inclusive other pledges

amounting to app. Euro 20 million”.

Premier Juergen Ruettgers made this comment: ‘What

is happening here is a step forward in changing our

world for the better. To keep the memory of the

Holocaust alive is one of the biggest tasks of the

schools. The state of Nord-rhein Westfahlen contributed

6.4 million Euro to the preservation of the memorial’.

Prerequisite for funding by the foundation: The

school has to embed the holocaust in its entire

curriculum and not just be satisfied to teach it as

subject in history class.

The student, Lisa W., who had visited Auschwitz was

quoted in the Westdeutsche Zeitung: ‘That was

absolutely crass. I can’t imagine that a person who is

confronted with that will not be shocked’.

On account of this article Joachim Schaefer wrote a

letter to the student, Lisa W. After he had introduced

himself with a few words he described how in response

to a letter to the editor, he anonymously received a

report of a forensic examination of the camp grounds of

Treblinka. This report described Treblinka differently –

no gas chambers – from what he had read in news

papers and the school books of his children. He had this

report which disturbed him greatly translated into

Polish and sent it to a Polish court with the request for

clarification. He did not get an answer from the Polish

authorities.

In the letter to the student Schaefer continued: ‘I then

asked myself: what is true in what we are told and

what is not. I started to weigh what is familiar to us

from reports about these times. In regards to

Auschwitz I examined thousands of documents, among

others the testimony before the tribunals at

Nuremberg. I asked many people who were competent

to contribute something to this issue’.

He cited Gilad Atzman, an Israeli writer and musician,

who said in a talk: ‘The Holocaust is a complete fraud

initiated by the Americans and the Zionists’. The legal

investigation against Atzman was set aside by the

Bochum prosecutor in December 2005 – AZ 33 Js

440/05; Bochum Ruhrnachriten, No. 277, 12

September2005.

Schaefer stated that in the case against Mr Atzman the

public prosecutor expressly declared that Atzman’s

allegations were not punishable. Schaefer therefore

assumed that repeating what Atzman had said would

be without consequences.

Years ago Schaefer appealed to Premier Ruetgers to

establish a scientific commission to review the events

at Auschwitz. Ruettgers did not bother to answer

Schaefer. Ruettgers’ statement that the students’ send

off to Auschwitz is a step toward the betterment of the

world is therefore incomprehensible. Schaefer had also

approached the Federal Constitutional Court, but in

vain.

J. Schaefer quoted a Chinese philosopher: ‘If everybody

believes, check it out. If all reject, check it out’.

Finally, Schaefer appealed to Lisa. She should engage

herself to the effect that a support fund is established

for the people who are imprisoned in the Gaza strip

there to suffer and to die. Here the world really could

be changed for the better, and he added:’ Don’t let

yourself be intimidated’.

On account of this letter Joachim Schaefer was accused

of so called Holocaust denial – Section 130, III StGB-

BRD. According to the indictment Schaefer was aware

that the trivialization and the denial of the genocide at

Auschwitz was a punishable offense. His computer, the

cable connecting to the internet and his writings were

confiscated. At the hearing his defense attorney argued

that Schaefer voiced appeals, but there was no

incitement to hate, and besides the letter was to one

person only without publicity, and thus did not touch

the general public and therefore could not have

disturbed the public peace.

In addition, in Section 130 StGB nothing is mentioned

about quoting sources, and most importantly, the

freedom to research and the freedom of opinion speak

against a conviction. His defense lawyer referred to the

decision by the Federal Constitutional Court of 11April

2009, which states: ‘Any obviously false, or offensive

interpretation of history concerning the present period,

especially the denial concerning the event in question,

in contrast to its approval has no viable basis for the

restriction of freedom of opinion – BverfG, 11/4/2009;

1BvR 2150/08, Abs.-Nr 77, 82.

Let me add: Nevertheless there continue to be

convictions for the denial of the so-called Holocaust.

The Federal Constitutional Court still speaks of the

singular crimes of the National Socialist regime. But the

denial of the Holocaust nor its approval does not lead to

an endangerment of what is right. A heinous crime no
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matter how unique still necessitates proof. The Federal

Constitutional Court does not differentiate between the

approval of the Holocaust and the approval of the

historical National Socialist tyranny and lawlessness. It

does not mention the first one, nor define the second

one. The approval of the National Socialist rule based

on the conviction that it had not committed a Jewish

genocide is put in the same pot as the approval of its

so-called tyranny and lawlessness and therefore tacitly

equates the approval of the regime with the approval of

the Holocaust.

Such shenanigans are used by the German judicial

system in its attempt to make the punishment of so

called Holocaust deniers appear legitimate without a

need to refer to concrete facts or evidence. The courts

take it for granted that National Socialism committed

crimes and attempt vainly to make the collection of

evidence countering the accusations into a criminal

offense. The Federal Constitutional Court maintains that

the BRD is allowed to promulgate special laws like

Section 130 StGB – incitement to hate, denial of the

Holocaust – with an analogue prohibition to defend, or

present exonerating evidence. The court bases this

stance on the historical shaped identity of the BRD –

BverfG a.a.O., Abs.-Nr 66 – in other words because the

BRD is the BRD. The arbitrariness can not be more

obvious.

Let me point out: In the oral hearing against J.

Schaefer – as is usually the case in such trials – the

court did not refer to any original misdeed, the so

called Holocaust denial, nor did it take any stance

regarding the state’s organized genocide of the Jews

during the Third Reich. There was no determination of

the crime scenes, the killing methods, the number of

dead, or dates. In its accusation of mass murder by the

Germans the court did not refer to eyewitness reports

or documentation. It did not even make any reference

to other verdicts. The judge did not pronounce ‘Judicial

Notice’ concerning the Holocaust, and made no

references to certain historical writings. In Section 130

StGB-BRD the so called Holocaust is neither mentioned

nor defined.

As long as the judiciary does not mention where the

genocide was supposed to have taken place and does

not produce any evidence, it is not possible to conclude

that a genocide took place. Without that conclusion a

conviction for denial of the Holocaust should not be

possible.

Further, during the oral proceedings nothing was said

concerning Joachim Schaefer’s knowledge or what he

was supposed to have known, or could have known.

Therefore he cannot be accused of having acted against

his better knowledge.

The charge that the Germans committed

genocide to this day still burdens our people

In his concluding remarks J. Schaefer emphasized the

far reaching consequences of this subject with these

words: ‘The charge that the Germans committed

genocide to this day still burdens our people’. He

pointed out that the Holocaust has been turned into a

religion carrying within it the seed which brings about

the destruction of Christianity. He quoted the French

Jewish movie director, Claude Lanzmann: ‘If Auschwitz

is true than there is human suffering that makes Jesus’

suffering negligible. Christ is thereby false and salvation

will not come from him. Auschwitz is the refutation of

Christ’.

The Auschwitz believers are using the same club that

was used by many potentates who have used it

successfully throughout the ages, namely threats and

blackmail. The nonbelievers are ruthlessly persecuted

and slandered.

J. Schaefer mentioned several facts concerning the

concentration camp of Auschwitz. For the inmates there

was a Kindergarten, a library and a concert hall. There

were soccer games, there was a swimming pool.

Auschwitz had its own hospital – with X-ray equipment,

a dental clinic, a delivery room and a new born nursery.

These facts Schaefer took from the findings revealed

during the Auschwitz trial against IG Farben in 1965.

In 1942, in the sub camp Birkenau, a typhus epidemic

had broken out that within three months took the lives

of approximately 20 000 inmates. That’s why four

crematoria were built there. According to the tales of

the Holocaust promoters 1 to 4 million inmates had

been gassed starting from 1942 to 1944. But after the

arrival of the Soviet troops no gas chambers were

shown to have been there. After the war the Auschwitz

camp was not accessible to the public for 10 years.

Benedikt Kautsky, Jewish politician from Austria who

had spent several years at Auschwitz is quoted with

these lines: ‘I was in the large German concentration

camps. I have to give truth its due, namely that in no

camp did I see anything which could have passed as a

gas chamber’. Source: The Devil and the Damned:

Benedikt Kautsky, 1946.

Here J. Schaefer was suddenly interrupted by his

defense lawyer. ‘You have communicated your views

well enough’. His defense lawyer had been informed in

advance by J. Schaefer about the content of his

dissertation. His lawyer had had ample opportunity to

express any concern during the preliminary discussion.

It was against the agreement that during the

proceeding he interrupted his client in such a way.

There was a brief discussion during which Joachim

Schaefer calmly and self-possessed made it clear: ‘I

would like to go on’.

He continued: Qualified engineer, Walter Lueftl, former

president of the Austrian Federal Chambers of

Engineers, who had produced thousands of technical

expert opinions, and as expert had the best of

reputation, massively criticized Holocaust

historiography. Lueftl argued that mass poisoning by

means of Cyclone B as depicted by the witnesses was

not in accord with the laws of nature and impossible

from a technical point of view.
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At about this point the prosecutor, Battenstein - a very

young woman – interrupted Schaefer: ‘You are abusing

your right to the Final Word in order to propagate your

ideology. You have the right to comment on the

proceedings, but nothing else. Your defense attorney

sees it the same way’.

In spite of the fact that she talked about

“consequences” Joachim Schaefer was not intimidated

and continued: A teacher in Wuppertal pointed out to

Germar Rudolf certain inconsistencies in the official

Auschwitz presentations. The chemist Germar Rudolf,

formerly PH.D at the Max Plank Institute, picked up on

that and visited Auschwitz. Here is an excerpt from his

report:

“One example: It was obvious to me that the ceilings of

mortuaries II and III, the alleged gas chambers, had to

have three or four holes through which, according to

the eyewitnesses, cyclone B was supposed to have

been poured into the chambers. On August 16, 1991 I

stood on the collapsed but still cohesive ceiling which

partially rested on support columns – in this chamber

the greatest mass murder was supposed to have taken

place. I found not a trace of the above mentioned

holes. It was then that I seriously asked myself if I live

in a world populated by lunatics. I felt myself grievously

deceived, deceived by a judiciary which never found it

necessary to have the material traces at the murder

scene submitted to expert analysis. I felt deceived by

all the politicians of this world who have failed to this

day to create an investigative commission in order to

collect data for finding the truth. (...) On August 16 a

world collapsed for me and the very second when I saw

what I saw I swore to myself to do everything to bring

clarification to this complex issue and to find the truth.

I stand by that and will change my mind only when my

doubts about the present historiography by means

scientific discourse are either confirmed or refuted”.

Kardinalfragen zur Zeitgeschichte, Foundation Vrij

Historisch Onderzoed, Hrsg., Berchem 1996, p.14.

Without regard for his own person Germar Rudolf

fought to have the truth revealed. After he had begun

to publicize his findings he lost his position at the Max

Plank Institute and sentenced to a long prison term,

separated from his wife and child and wanders the

world as a despised heretic.

In 1988 Ernst Zuendel, a German American asked Fred

Leuchter, an American engineer, to go to Auschwitz in

order to examine the buildings referred to as gas

chambers and to give his expert opinion as to their

function. In the US executions are still carried out by

means of cyanide. Fred Leuchter produced, installed

and maintained such gas chambers and is frequently

called by the courts to give his expert opinion

concerning everything to do with gas chambers.

1988 Leuchter examined the buildings touted as gas

chambers at Auschwitz and other places using technical

methods. He was the first one to do so. He inspected

the buildings to structure, the equipment of the rooms

and other technical details. He took samples from walls

and floors and had them checked for traces of cyanide

which would have been there if these room had been

used as gas chambers. The concluding report of his

examination: ‘After having reviewed all the material

and inspected all the buildings in Auschwitz, Birkenau

and Majdanek, the author finds the evidence

overwhelming. There were no execution gas chambers

in any of these locations. It is the best engineering

opinion of this author that the alleged gas chambers at

the inspected sites could not have been or now be

utilized or seriously considered to function as execution

gas chambers’. Malden, Massachusetts, 5th day of April

l988. Signed: Fred Leuchter, Jr., Chief Engineer. Fred

A. Leuchter, The Leuchter Report: End of a Myth,

preface by Robert Faurisson, Samisdat Publishers Ltd.

1988.

One should assume that after this sensational report a

commission of scientists would have been appointed in

order to scrutinize Leuchter’s findings. Nothing like that

happened. Instead Leuchter was slandered and

persecuted. His business connections were destroyed

and persons close to him were pressured to take their

distance. He was threatened with prison, forced out of

his profession, and repeatedly exhorted to revoke his

report.

Did he change his mind? Four years later, ostracized

and unemployed he gave a public talk about his report:

‘They have tried to execute me. But to the

consternation of my executioners my execution was so

badly botched that today I stand in front of you to

affirm the truth and to tell the world that it is not I who

is dead, but the legend of the Holocaust. I repeat for

the record. I was condemned because I did not

repudiate my findings that there were no gas chambers

for the killing of people at Auschwitz, Birkenau,

Majdanek, Dachau, Mauthausen, and castle Hartheim.

Dammit, there were no gas chambers. Presentation at

the eleventh IHR conference in Washington D.C.,

October l992.

The results of the Leuchter Report were checked with

utmost thoroughness by the above mentioned young

chemist, Germar Rudolf, co-worker at the Max Plank

Institute. Rudolf sent his report, which verified in

almost all details the Leuchter Report to 306 professors

for inorganic chemistry asking them to check it out. Not

one of these professors called into question any detail

or its totality. Germar Rudolf: Lecture on the Holocaust,

Castle Hill Publishers, PO box 118, Hastings, TN34 3ZQ,

Great Britain.

The truth is more important than what happens to me.

Let me point out that „Judicial Notice“ can not be

applied to the quotes cited by J. Schaefer. “Judicial

Notice” requires in advance a unanimous, unchallenged

opinion concerning the relevant subject. Since this is

missing – it has to be imposed by threat of punishment

– one can’t assume that an inquiry into this subject is

superfluous.
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It is obvious that the BRD prefers to embed the

Holocaust historiography into one pedagogical entity

inclusive persecution instead of making it the object of

judicial inquiry.

While J. Schaefer continued with his presentation the

prosecutor Battenberg was busy taking everything

down, at the same time looking at the clock and leafing

through her law book.

Again the defense attorney interrupted: ‘It’s time to

come to an end’. Judge Steeger added: ‘What you are

saying now is unimportant for the proceeding, but I will

not infringe on your right to the Final Words. However,

it is you who has to bear the consequences’.

Joachim Schaefer’s reply: ‘The truth is more important

than what happens to me’.

He wanted to continue with his Final Words, but again

was interrupted by his defense attorney: ‘Do give us

your personal Final Words. We have to stick to the

case’.

After a somewhat lengthy discussion J. Schaefer said

that he wanted to add a summary to his Final Words.

Judicial Notice is not Applicable to the Holocaust

Among others things J. Schaefer originally wanted to

use quotes in order to prove that “Judicial Notice” does

not apply to the Holocaust. Without any evidence in

regards to the Holocaust a conviction therefore for

denying the holocaust is unlawful.

Shortly after the war Jewish writer Joseph Ginsburg,

former member of the Israeli community in Munich,

visited the concentration camps Auschwitz, Maidanek,

Treblinka, Buchenwald and Dachau. As early as l945 he

was at the camp at Auschwitz, and talked to about 50

persons, former inmates who were busy cleaning up.

None of them knew anything about mass killings.

Ginsberg concluded: There were no extermination

camps, there were no gas chambers in which the lives

of men were extinguished, and there were no facilities

for the purpose of mass murder. Deutsch–juedischer

Dialog, J.G. Burg, ISBN 3-9520254-1-0, Ederer Verlag,

Muenchen.

In a lawsuit for damages by Deborah Lipstadt against

David Irving, judge Charles Gray, in his verdict of 4

November 2000 stated: ‘Irving points out correctly that

the original documents of this period, e.g. drawings,

construction blueprints, correspondence with

contractors, etc. provide no proof that gas chamber

were used to kill people’.

Gilad Atzmon, Israeli writer and musician, posted on his

Web site on 13 March 2010: ‘I believed everything: the

soap made from Jewish fat, the lampshades made from

human skin, the six million. It took me years before I

understood that the Holocaust was not an historical

event, because historical events do not need the

protection by the law and by politicians ...We should

ask ourselves; what is the purpose of these laws

against Holocaust denial. What is to be hidden?’

Eli Wiesel, Nobel Prize winner, was an inmate at

Auschwitz-Birkenau in l940. He wrote a book about this

period. In the original French version there is no such

word as gas chamber – La Nuit, Editions de Minuit,

Paris, 1958. In the German translation however the

word crematorium is always been translated as gas

chamber – Die Nacht zu begraben, Elischa, l990 Verlag

Ullstein. When the Soviet Army approached, Elie Wiesel

decided to flee with the German guards to Dachau in

spite of the fact that he was given the choice to stay at

the camp and await the Soviets.

In his book The Lie of Ulysses the French intellectual,

Paul Rassinier who was an inmate of the camp

Mittelwerk – in the proximity of Nordhausen –

recounted the following episode: After the war he had

met a former fellow prisoner. Rassinier assumed that

this prisoner had lost his life there. This prisoner was

alive and had written a tract in which he wrote about

the gas chamber there. ‘Why do you write such things?’

Rassinier is supposed to have asked. ‘There was no gas

chamber at Mittelwerk’. His former comrade replied:

‘What does it matter? We all know that there were gas

chambers. If there was, or was no a gas chamber at

Mittelwerk is utterly inconsequential’.

During the trial of Bruno Tesch, the former Auschwitz

inmate Bendel, testified that in Auschwitz four million

people had been murdered with Cyclone B. Each time a

thousand people were crowded together and gassed in

a space of ten by four meter. The defense attorney

questioned him how it was possible to push a thousand

people into a space of 40 square metres. Bendel

replied: ‘It could only have been done using German

methods’. Zippel: ‘Do you really want to claim that one

can fit ten persons into a space of half a square meter?’

Bendel: ‘The four million people gassed at Auschwitz

testify to that’. The court suppressed further

questioning of the witness. The accused were

sentenced to death.

Many of the confessions were obtained through torture.

Hoess, one of the last Auschwitz camp commanders

wrote in a handwritten confession: “According to my

estimation approximately 3 000 0000 people died at

Auschwitz, of these I assume 2 500 000 were gassed’.

Writing in the journal Osteuropa, Zeitschrift fuer

Gegenwartsfragen des Ostens, in May 2002, under the

title: “The Number of Victims at Auschwitz. New

Findings in Archives”, Fritjof Meyer, the former main

editor of Spiegel declared that Hoess was tortured

before he gave the above testimony. The interrogator

Bernard Clarke, pushed wood splinters under Hoess’

eyelids. ‘We rammed a flashlight into his mouth. The

blows and screams were endless. Clarke’s fist crashed

into the face of his prisoner’. Meyer quoted from Rupert

Butler: Legions of Death, Hamlyn Paperbacks, 1983.

Hoess was supposed to have been forced to imbibe

alcohol and for days was denied sleep until he finally

wrote the desired confession.

In the interrogation protocol of Eichman imprisoned in

Jerusalem, one can read the testimony of this crown

witnesses to the Holocaust: ‘Days after the killings he
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saw fountains of blood squirt from the pits which

contained the corpses of Jews’. Joachim Schaefer’s

comment: No man in possessing of his five senses will

say something like that. How did this grotesque

testimony come about? Was Eichman tortured during

the trial, or was he put under drugs?

All inmates in addition to their normal food rations

received food packages and medicine from the

International Red Cross. Starting with the fall of 1943

nine thousand packages were delivered daily to the

concentration camps. Documents sur l’activite des CICR

en faveur des Civiles detenue dans les camps de

concentration en Allemagne l939-l945, Genf, l945.

In January 17, 1945 a few days before the arrival of the

Soviet troops at Auschwitz, 67 102 male and female

inmates assembled for the last roll call. They were

given the choice to leave with their guards to other

camps, or to stay and await the arrival of the Soviets.

Relatively few inmates, approximately 2 000, the exact

number is not known, remained behind mostly for

reasons of age or illness. All the others left the camp

out of their own free will with their German guards.

Wilhelmhavener Zeitung, 17 January 1995, Rubrik

„Kalenderblatt”. How does that jibe with an

extermination camp?

In a communication of the International Red Cross

made public in the Svenska Dagbladet May 3, 1977, the

Red Cross after having inspected the German

concentration camps among them Auschwitz, declared:

‘We could not find any traces of facilities to kill

inmates’.

At the end Joachim Schaefer used his Final Words to

make it clear that he will not let himself be forced to

accept a history as defined by Section130 Absatz 3

StGB.

Protection of the Youth

Two minutes after having spoken his Final Words – this

time without interruption of the proceedings – the

verdict was pronounced. The trial had lasted less then

two hours.

The verdict: Six month imprisonment without

probation and confiscation of his computer.

Judge Steeger justified this verdict pronouncing that

Schaefer’s letter to the student could disturb the public

peace because the student receiving such a missive lost

her feeling of security. The content of the letter denies

in a collective interpretation actions committed under

the rule of National Socialism. J. Schaefer has no

relationship to the student therefore it was an arbitrary

letter, randomly sent. The missive was unsolicited, the

student is under eighteen. It is therefore a matter of

protecting youth.

For years Joachim Schaefer has been known to promote

his views. Probation is therefore out of question... What

J. Schaefer presented is known to him as judge and is

in the records. He has the impression that J. Schaefer

makes the rebuttal of the Holocaust the purpose of his

life. When J. Schaefer sent the letter he was already on

probation. It is to be expected that neither monetary

fines nor renewed probation will prevent J. Schaefer

desisting from further expression of his views. It is in

his favor that his criminal act is minor and only one

person was harassed. The punishment meted out fits

the deed.

His Final Words did not show that J. Schaefer intends to

distance himself from his views but will continue on in

the same vein. Therefore there is no favorable social

prognosis

The defense attorney made the following submission:

Schaefer’s health would seriously suffer if he is

imprisoned. Some time ago he had a stroke and is still

struggling with a one sided paralysis. He needs a lot of

movement in order to prevent a repetition of the stroke

and subsequent bodily decline. He has to raise the

court and attorney fees. Should he not be acquitted he

will also have to pay for his appeal. The financial loss of

his confiscated computer is not minor.

This verdict has been appealed.

Comment by Sylvia Stolz: It will be interesting to see

if prosecutor Battenberg is going to impeach Joachim

Schaefer again for denial of the Holocaust. That

happens quite frequently in the BDR where defense

regarding the subject Holocaust is verboten in the

much celebrated German “Rechtsstaat”.

Sylvia Stolz, Attorney, Ebersberg.

September 27, 2011.

*Translator: Günter Deckert – guenter.deckert@gmx.de

_____________________________________

- and now the continuation of the sad Dr Christian Lindtner saga
To: pernordin86@hotmail.com

Date: Mon, 14 Nov 2011 12:57:03 +1030

Subject: Dr Lindtner's Problems - does he need help?

From: toben@toben.biz; CC: reporternotebook@gmail.com

Dear Per Nordin

1. Further to my email to you of 7 November 2011,

herewith my response in the form of an item from

Sylvia Stolz. I would be interested to have Dr Lindtner’s

response to the matter raised therein. See Adelaide

Institute Newsletter No 597.

2. Permit me also to comment on Dr Lindtner’s

somewhat infantile response to my earlier comments

with: ‘That, too, is a nice case of Chutzpah’.

As an academic Dr Lindtner would be aware that such

statement has no reality/knowledge content and can be

likened to name-calling as, for example, when
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Holocaust believers label Holocaust questioners: hater

– Holocaust denier – antisemite – racist – Nazi –

xenophobe – terrorist

3. Perhaps Dr Lindtner needs to be reminded that one

of the fundamental aspect of real Holocaust studies is

that textual analysis is only a part of the program

because the primary focus rests on physical facts, as

again emerged in the Schafer trial where the accused

made reference to such but the German judiciary

ignored honouring basic procedural steps that ascertain

the truth-content of statements made, thereby

criminalising held opinions instead of testing them for

physical truth-content.

4. It appears to me that Dr Lindtner wishes to shift the

Holocaust debate away from embarrassing factual

evidence and shift it away from Auschwitz to the

Eastern Front – that can only be done when the

Holocaust believers admit, for example, as van

Pelt/Dwork did in 1996 that Auschwitz I-Stammlager

was not a homicidal gas chamber but was re-

constructed symbolically to represent what happened at

Krema II-Birkenau. The deaths reductions also need to

be acknowledged before we move to the Eastern Front

and the Einsatzgruppen matter.

5. Further, I can well understand why, for example,

Prof Butz, Faurisson, Rudolf, et al, could not be

bothered to begin a debate with Dr Lindtner. Initially I

viewed Lindtner’s attempt to start a meaningful

discussion as a sincere attempt, as a morally and

intellectually worthy exercise, to seek out the truth of

the Holocaust where lies abound. Unfortunately, this

was not to be and on account of my having more

important things to do than to participate in a

language-game exercise I must opt out of anything that

is not really a serious attempt at clarification. Name-

calling and gloating about finding ‘evidence’ that shows

a ‘a nice case of Chutzpah’ is as I indicate above,

infantile nonsense, and reluctantly I conclude: That’s

really a dumb thing to find because one of the

hallmarks of scientific enquiry is NOT to seek

confirmation of a theory, which is easy, but to subject it

to a falsification process – and this is where, for

example, Green, et al, have not come up with the

goods on The Rudolf Report. I had falsely assumed

that Dr Lindtner’s membership of the Holocaust

Committee would have made scientific enquiry a self-

evident maxim.

6. Finally, I draw your attention to Adelaide Institute

Newsletter No 584 wherein Juergen Graf makes some

pertinent comments on Dr Lindtner.

Sincerely

Fredrick Töben

***

From: Per Nordin

[mailto:pernordin86@hotmail.com]

Sent: Monday, 14 November 2011 8:46 PM

To: toben@toben.biz

Subject: RE: Dr Lindtner's Problems - does he

need help?

Hello Fredrick.

Thank you for your answer.

I will tell Lindtner, for a response.

Best regards /Per Nordin

***

From: Per Nordin

[mailto:pernordin86@hotmail.com]

Sent: Tuesday, 15 November 2011 1:30 AM

To: toben@toben.biz

Subject: RE: Dr Lindtner's Problems - does he

need help?

Hello again Fredrick.

I have send your answer as a comment on the blog, so

Lindtner can answer there:

http://holocaustdenialischutzpah.blogspot.com/2011/1

0/dr-toben-also-needs-your-help.html

And you can if you want, comment there.

Let’s have an open debate on this.

Best regards Per

***

From: jack.martin1@juno.com

jack.martin1@juno.com

Sent: Sunday, 24 July 2011 8:16 AM

To: lindtner@dr.com

Cc: reporternotebook@gmail.com;

toben@toben.biz;

Subject: Re: The moral and intellectual

bankruptcy of a scholar

Dear Christian,

I have just received Jürgen Graf's article:

"The moral and intellectual bankruptcy of a

scholar: Dr Christian Lindtner and Holocaust

Revisionism,"

which I believe more than adequately responds to your

"Holocaust" assertions.

I truly believe that you need to engage in some serious

introspection concerning the real motives for your stand

on this whole question of the "Holocaust." You

obviously have a psychological investment which you

are unwilling to relinquish and which utterly distorts

your perception of the alleged events of those terrible

times.

You need to honestly ask yourself: "am I

seeking historical truth and justice here... or am

I, rather, just indulging my own enmity towards all

things German?"

These words from Goethe's "Faust" come to mind:

"Wie schien mir's schwarz, und schwärzt's noch gar,

Mir's immer doch nicht schwarz g'nug war."

It is unmistakably clear that your opinions do not derive

from your scholarly interest in the subject - as is

invariably the case with promoters of the "Holocaust"

hoax.

My own position on that subject - or any subject -

corresponds to that of the American Revolution patriot,

Patrick Henry, who declared:
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"...We are apt to shut our eyes against a painful

truth, and listen to the song of that siren till she

transforms us into beasts. Is this the part of wise

men...? Are we disposed to be of the number of

those who, having eyes see not, and having ears

hear not, the things which so nearly concern their

temporal salvation?

For my part, whatever anguish of spirit it may

cost, I am willing to know the whole truth - to

know the worst and to provide for it." -- Patrick

Henry

This is the mindset of the true scholar.

I do hope that you will consider Patrick Henry's words...

and how your thinking might be adapted to them.

This is not about scholarly adroitness... or rote

absorption of mountains of one-sided partisan

literature. It is about sincere regard for fairness,

justice, and - above all else - for unbiased unvarnished

truth.

Let the chips fall where they may!

A caveat though... following that policy will inevitably

transform you into a revisionist!

In such case... Welcome to the club!

Best regards,

Jack Martin.

***

Dear Sir,

Thanks for your kind remarks.

To the best of my knowledge, my first name is

Christian. Or am I misinformed, do you think?

I am not a stranger to your arguments, and have

considered some of them before.

The main problem is that you seem totally unaware of

the fact that there is such a thing as serious and free

scholarship going on in Germany right now. You are

right, that the media often seem unaware that this is

so.

That reflects an old problem with the media - as

already Jefferson had reason to deplore.

And so, in this case, Jefferson´s Truth must have the

help of competent scholars, in order to stand by itself:

I have mentioned the works of Wolfgang Curilla about

the Ordnungspolizei (2006 & 2011), and the objective

standard work on the Einsatzgruppen by Krausnick and

Wilhelm from 1981. You can trace them on the net.

Once you have read them with an open and

critical mind, you will perhaps see that it makes good

sense to speak of Denial as Chutzpah. It will be easy

for you to refute the various errors in the book by Butz

to which you refer.

_______________________________________
Iran: why is this country a threat to the New World Order?

From: Adrian Salbuchi Priv. 2 salbuchi@fibertel.com.ar

Sent: Tuesday, 8 November 2011 7:37 AM

Subject: RV: US, UK, ISRAEL THREATEN WAR AGAINST IRAN - interview of RT 04Nov2011

Dear Friends,

We are hearing drums of war against Iran once again

coming from the US, the UK and Israel.

This could be the start of something much more serious

that goes beyond Iran.

Friday 4th November I was interviewed by RT to analyze

this, which you can watch in the link below:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raocozNlfTA

This article in London’s Daily Mail gives us an inkling of

what might be cooking…

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2056873/Iran-

attack-drawn-UK-US-Middle-East-tensions-

rise.html#ixzz1ceDdeLex

Keep you all posted. Best regards

Adrian

***

On Thu 03/11/11 3:14 AM, Mostafa Afzalzadeh

abuabbasafzalzadeh@gmail.com sent:

Leader: Iran to Release 100 Documents on US

Role in Sponsoring Terrorism

TEHRAN (FNA)- Supreme Leader of the Islamic

Revolution Ayatollah Seyed Ali Khamenei on

Wednesday announced that Iran will release a hundred

corroborative documents substantiating Washington's

role in supporting and sponsoring terrorist activities in

Iran and the region.

http://english.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=900727

1812

***

Iran: the damning nuclear evidence

Iran is attempting to engineer and test nuclear

weapons at a series of banned production sites in

defiance of United Nations sanctions, according to a

report to be released next week.

The STUXNET virus succeeded in crippling a number of

Iranian centrifuges but analysts now think the effects

have worn off and production of highly enriched

uranium has accelerated again Photo: AP

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middlee

ast/iran/8866022/Iranthedamningnuclearevidence.htm

l

________________________________________
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AMERICA VANQUISHED
From: Darkmoon darkmoon@darkmoon.me

Sent: Wednesday, 2 November 2011 9:41 AM

To: toben@toben.biz

Subject: New article by Dr Lasha Darkmoon

Hi Fredrick,

My new 2-part article, “America Vanquished”, has just

appeared on rense.com and elsewhere under mysterious

circumstances. My editor on darkmoon.me prefaces Part 1 of

the article with this comment:

This article has just appeared on rense.com and a

number of other websites WITHOUT the author’s

knowledge or prior consent. Dr Darkmoon did not

submit the article to any of these sites. Someone else

did — obviously a well-meaning friend. Here is the

author’s own version, complete with pictures and

embedded links, that we would like people to read and

other websites to duplicate if they wish to republish it.

— John Scott Montecristo, Editor-in-Chief

As you have been kind enough to publish my articles in the

past, I am hoping you will find this one worthy of publication

on your site also.

Kind regards,

Lasha Darkmoon

*
AMERICA VANQUISHED, PART 1: AMERICA AS AN

ISRAELI COLONY, BY DR LASHA DARKMOON

http://www.darkmoon.me/2011/america-vanquished-

part-1-america-as-an-israeli-colony-by-dr-lasha-

darkmoon/

*
AMERICA VANQUISHED, PART 2: AMERICA UNDER

JEWISH RULE, BY DR LASHA DARKMOON

http://www.darkmoon.me/2011/america-vanquished-

part-2-america-under-jewish-rule-by-dr-lasha-

darkmoon/

***

From: Israel Shamir <adam@israelshamir.net>

Date: Wed, Nov 2, 2011 at 6:23 AM

Subject: [shamireaders] Dark Moon upon America

To: shamireaders@yahoogroups.com

Darkmoon upon America
by Israel Shamir

The gifted British poet Lasha Darkmoon published a new essay

in two parts called America Vanquished

(http://www.darkmoon.me/2011/america-vanquished-part-1-

america-as-an-israeli-colony-by-dr-lasha-darkmoon/ and

http://www.darkmoon.me/2011/america-vanquished-part-2-

america-under-jewish-rule-by-dr-lasha-darkmoon/ ) claiming

that the US, Germany and Russia were colonised by Jews. How

close to truth is she? Being a Gothic poet, she embellished her

essay a lot, but here is the important part.

She says: “The Jews took over America and turned it into a

Jewish colony. Now, American Jews are Americans, are they

not? If they’re smart enough to take over America, as they

have demonstrably done, why shouldn’t they proceed to the

next logical step and take over the world—yes, dominate the

world through America? No one denies this is America’s aim:

full spectrum dominance. So if the Jews control America, and if

America controls the world, doesn’t it follow logically that the

Jews control the world?

Jewish world domination takes on a different perspective when

viewed through this historical prism. No “conspiracy theories”

here. Just America striving for full-spectrum dominance with

Jews leading the pack. You could say the wild-eyed dreams of

the Protocols have at last been realized, but not in the way

their original masterminds intended.”

Lasha Darkmoon says, if the Jews form elite in the US, the US

world dominance is a form of Jewish world dominance. Her

second claim is that the US became a colony of Israel or even

“America is now Israel’s slave”. There is a logical leap: even if

the US Jews form an important part of the US elites, why

would they give away their leadership to their cousins and

brethren in the Middle East?

The World Jewry is a project rather than reality; in real life,

Jews of different countries do not feel themselves a single

united body though they do interact. Compare them with

Catholics: these have the Pope and a single hierarchy, and still

they are united in prayer only. Jews have no Pope, no

hierarchy, and are even less united. Israel is a very important

element of Jewish life, but it does not mean an Israeli PM can

order Jews around.

Granted, politically active Americans think that one can’t

succeed without Jewish support. This much we can learn from

the incredible reception of Netanyahu in the Capitol and from

Obama’s capitulation. And the US politicians think that the US

Jews love Israel; that is why they express their love of Israel.

However, the US Jews’ feelings towards Israel are not that

straightforward. Remember a prominent American Jewish

politician Henry Kissinger? He facilitated the greatest Arab

attack on Israel in 1973 in order to take Israel down a notch.

So, the US Jews are certainly an important part of the US

elites and consequently they influence world politics, while the

Israeli Jews are just family and friends of these powerful

American Jews. This is a secret of Israeli influence: without the

US Jews’ support, Israel would shrink to its normal size.

But the US Jews position in the US is so strong because the US

society has been formed and influenced by the Jewish spirit of

predatory capitalism, as it was expounded by such diverse

thinkers as Karl Marx, Werner Sombart and Milton Friedman.

Defeat of financial predatory capitalism could undo the Jewish

hold, would de-Jewify the Jews and the society in general.

And here we come to the second claim of Lasha Darkmoon,

namely that Russia and Germany are colonised by Jews. Even

granting her poetic licence, this is far from truth.

Germany is not colonised by Jews; it is still occupied by the US

troops. Jews play negligible part in modern German life. Even

Jewish spirit did not rise after the Third Reich’s defeat:

Germany has strong social security structure, financial

predatory capitalism made few inroads, Germany is not a

neoliberal state. The Germans pay tribute to Israel, but it is a

result of American occupation. The West Germans are indeed

indoctrinated in guilt feelings towards Jews, but East Germans

have no guilt feelings whatsoever, and they influence the

totality of German feelings.

If and when the US troops will leave, Germany will reassert

itself.

Russia is not colonised by Jews. Some of Jewish oligarchs were

expelled and some imprisoned by Putin; Russia votes usually

against Israel in the UN and supplied enemies of Israel with its

advanced weaponry. Russia now has fewer Jews than

Scotland: about two hundred thousand altogether by official

census, and twice that much by overblown Jewish

organisations’ estimate. Granted, Russia has no anti-Semitism,
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and it has some influential Jews, but the important decisions

are not made by them.

Was Russia “colonised by Jews” after the October 1917

revolution? This is the weakest part of Lasha’s essay, for she

knows little on the subject and just repeats silly claims of

others.

Lasha tells us that important Bolsheviks used pseudonyms;

true, but it is not always connected with their Jewishness.

Lenin’s real name was Ulyanov, but this is not a Jewish name.

The early Bolsheviks were guerrilla fighters, and they used all

sorts of names to evade surveillance. This is also a part of

underground ethos: Abu Jihad, Abu Ammar and Abu Mazen

are nicknames, but surely they are not Jews. Lasha and her

readers should read Lindemann’s book Esau’s Tears which

deals with the question of Bolshevik leaders’ Jewishness

extensively.

These crazy numbers (“66 million Russian Christians killed by

Jews”; “out of 388 members of the new revolutionary

government in Russia, only sixteen were real Russians”) were

invented by anticommunists. We know that imperialist

propaganda is able to utilise anti-Jewish prejudice in its own

interests: thus, when the Empire bombed Libya, its

propagandists improbably claimed that Qaddafi is a Jew and a

sympathiser of Israel. When the Empire hunted Julian

Assange, its fifth column claimed that he is a Mossad agent.

For this reason one should be cautious at accepting such

claims: they can be done by enemies with subversive purpose.

Jews played an important part in Soviet Russia’s life, and they

paid for that by their obedience and strict observance of

Russia’s interests. If they strayed, they were severely

punished by Stalin; if they played the ball, they were allowed

to stay in positions of power. The lesson of Soviet Russia and

Jews was directly opposite to that read by Lasha: even if Jews

play an important role in the country, a determined ruler can

correct and limit their influence.

This can be done by undoing financial capitalism. Not in vain,

some Jewish pundits describe Occupy Wall Street as “anti-

Semitic movement” – though the participants surely harbour

no evil thoughts about the Jews, their goal of destroying the

neoliberal model is at variance with Jewish power structures.

Without their money they will shrink into mere shadows of

themselves, and the nightmare will be over.

__________________________________________
From: Steve Campbell callstevec2@gmail.com

Sent: Monday, 7 November 2011 10:23 PM

Subject: ASTOUNDING INTERVIEW!

"Read not to contradict or confute, nor to believe and

take for granted, but to weigh and consider" ~ Francis

Bacon, Sr.

Web Bot Clif High Interview November 1, 2011

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT5mdvj75_g

The Web Bot Project and 2012

1638Share

Maybe some of you have heard of The Web Bot Project, but for

those of you who have not, it's quite intriguing. The web bot

project, developed in the late 1990's, was created to assist in

making stock market predictions.

The technology uses a system of spiders to crawl the Internet

and search for keywords, much like a search engine does.

When a keyword is located, the web bot takes a snapshot of

the text preceding and following the keyword. This snapshot of

text is sent to a central location where it is then filtered to

define meaning.

The web bot project's concept is aimed at tapping into the

collective unconscious of the universe and it's inhabitants. As

well, there is an interesting time concept involved and an

unusual concept of a "tipping point" regarding the past,

current, and future times.

You see, this goes a bit deeper than simply viewing what those

of us on the Internet are saying.

In 2001, the web bot operators began to notice that stock

market predictions were not the only matters being accurately

predicted by the web bot and they began to take notice of the

coincidence with occurrences and explored it further.

One of the first accurate predictions from the web bot took

place in June of 2001. At that time, the web bot predicted that

a life altering event would take place within the next 60-90

days. An occurrence of such proportion that it's effects would

be felt worldwide. The program based it's prediction on its

filtered web chatter content which, I guess you could say,

ultimately represents the collective unconscious of society.

Regrettably, the program's prediction proved accurate and the

Twin Towers fell on 9/11/2001.

This is where the web bot starts to become interesting. The

web bot program also predicts a worldwide calamity taking

place in the year 2012. For those of you who study astrology,

prophecies, and the like, you may already be familiar with this

date.

The Mayans are Considered Great "Seers" by Many

The Mayans built a society that focused it's studies on time,

synchronicity, and consciousness. The Mayan calendar predicts

that mankind will end in the year 2012. A period which also

signifies the end of the current era in the Mayan calendar. But

before you start hyperventilating, just relax. Because this end

may represent a symbolic end more so than a literal end. A

shift in consciousness, such as a societal shift into a spiritual

age from a scientific one - an "evolutionary leap" if you will -

by mankind. (See Humans View of History graph depiction.)

Many have derived similar predictions from the I Ching or

China's "Book of Changes" which was written in 2800 B.C. and

is revered to this day in China.

A gentlemen by the name of Terrence McKenna studied the I

Ching intensely and began to see a pattern emerging. From

that pattern he produced a time line graph and called it the

"Time Wave Zero" theory. Terrence's time line derived from

the I Ching ended in the year 2012 - December 21, 2012 to be

exact. The winter solstice.

More intriguing is the fact that many suggest that there is

scientific evidence that points to a very rare astrological

occurrence taking place the year of 2012. For millenia, the

Mayans believed in the existence of a dark rift in the center of

the Milky Way Galaxy and considered it fact.

Only recently did modern scientists discover that it actually

does exist. (Previous to that, modern man was skeptical of the

ancient society's belief.) There it is, right smack-dab in the

middle of our galaxy - a black hole.

In 2012, it is Suggested That the Sun and the Earth Will

be in Direct Alignment with the Black Hole

Big deal? Yea, kinda. . . maybe. You see, scientists speculate

that magnetic shifts could take place as a result. In essence, it

is theorized that the poles could reverse. The poles have
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shifted before and Einstein, himself, had suggested this pole

shifting theory in 1955.

I'm sure many of you have heard of Merlin the Magician.

Merlin was believed to be a Celtic shaman that many of his

day considered a "crazed man of the forest" and during those

times he was referred to as "Merlin the Wild." But what many

don't realize is that Merlin was considered Europe's greatest

oracle or "seer." This "crazed man of the forest" predicted that

the planets will "run riot" through the constellations

completely off their normal paths of rotation. Scientists

speculate that if this were to happen it would be a result of the

earth changing it's rotation - or the poles shifting.

Merlin predicted that the use of "talking stones" would be

taking place during this time of planetary rioting. For those of

you who don't already know this - stone is the basis of our

modern technology. Quartz stones in particular.

Quartz technology is used in cell phones as well as computers.

There's a little quartz crystal in your cell and the computer

you're reading this on right now. And that little stone is the

reason you can retrieve the information stored on your

computer.

Quartz stores information that can then be retrieved at a later

date.

Have You Ever heard of the Mayan crystal skulls?

Referred to as "talking skulls" by the ancients, the Mayans

coveted the crystal skulls which were carved from natural

quartz crystal and they claimed the skulls talked to them and

gave them information.

Could it be that they actually did?

Based on our knowledge of the capabilities of quartz crystal

and it's uses for technology - it seems quite possible. Hewlett

Packard studied the skulls in 1970 and their results were

startling (check them out).

The Hopi Indian Tribe believes the world has been created and

destroyed three times previously. The Hopi's believe that we

are living in the Fourth World and that we are on the brink of

the Fifth World and they predicted that this occurrence would

be preceded by submersion (rising waters), the sun getting

hotter (global warming), and earth occurrences (hurricane's,

tornadoes, and mass flooding). The Hopi's also predicted that

the world at this time would be criss-crossed by a spider web

(the Internet). They believed that the end of the Fourth World

would be followed by the beginning of the Fifth World and that

the evolution of life requires violence. Sad but true.

It seems that all of these beliefs are in line with predictions

made from one of the greatest book of prophecies ever written

- the Holy Bible - and the Book of Revelation, in particular. The

History Channel created a special that touches on this very

subject titled: Doomsday 2012, The End of Days. It further

explores the significance of this doomsday date in ancient

prophecies, texts and writings. If you haven't seen it yet,

check it out and think on it for a while.

________________
Searchlight the international anti-fascist Magazine

Convicted Holocaust denier slithers into London
Gerry Gable | October 2011

THE UK BORDER AGENCY, often quick off the mark to
stop religious extremists from entering the country,
appears to have much more trouble in detaining people
from the criminal extreme right.
In that, the UKBA, an agency of the Home Office, appears to
following the parent department’s lead.
On the evening of Friday 14 October, an infamous Holocaust
denier and former occupant of a German prison cell arrived in
London to be fêted by the New Right Club at its London
meeting the following day. Günter Deckert joins a long list of
hardline nazis, historical revisionists and convicted criminals,
both domestic and foreign, who grace its meetings.
Deckert, 71, joined the nazi German National Democratic Party
(NPD) in 1966 and was a founding member of its youth wing,
the Young National Democrats (JN). In 1975 he became NPD
deputy national chairman, but left the party to avoid losing his
teaching job. He was nevertheless sacked in 1988 after
continuing his far-right activities.
After rejoining the NPD in 1991 he was elected party chairman
later that year and in November 1991 he coorganised a
meeting with Fred Leuchter, author of a report that purported
to argue scientifically that mass extermination using gas
chambers could not have happened. Deckert translated
Leuchter’s speech and said that the Holocaust was a myth
perpetrated by “a parasitical people who were using a
historical lie to muzzle [...] Germany”.
He was convicted and after two retrials eventually sentenced
to two years in prison. While in custody he wrote a letter to
the chairman of the Central Council of Jews, strongly urging
him as a Jew to leave Germany. This resulted in another trial
in which his lawyer based his defence on the claim that the
Holocaust was a “legend” invented by the Jews. Deckert was
convicted and sentenced to another two years and three
months in prison. He was eventually released in 2000 after
serving a total of five years after months were added for
further statements.
The year after his release Deckert spoke at a British National
Party meeting in London. While in Britain Deckert is likely to
spend time with Bishop Richard Williamson, who in July lost

his appeal against his conviction in absentia in Germany for
denying the Holocaust. The conviction was the result of an
interview that Williamson, who lives in Wimbledon, southwest
London, gave to Swedish television in which he said: “I believe
that the historical evidence is strongly against, is hugely
against six million Jews having been deliberately gassed in gas
chambers as a deliberate policy of Adolf Hitler”. The interview
was broadcast in Germany, where Holocaust denial is illegal.
Many leading lights of the extreme antisemitic right have
enjoyed Deckert’s support including the Holocaustdenying
writer David Irving, who spoke at a meeting in Germany
hosted by Deckert. Another is Lady Michèle Renouf, the
lynchpin of a worldwide network of Holocaust deniers,
historical revisionists and outright antisemites, who cultivates
links with President Ahmadinejad of Iran.
What might have been said at the New Right Club meeting is
less important than the strategic plans for international nazi
cooperation that were likely to have been made at private
meetings during his visit. Deckert has strong links with
Anthony Hancock, who runs the Historical Review Press in
Uckfield, East Sussex. For almost 30 years Hancock was
responsible for publishing most of the literature on the
extreme right in Britain and elsewhere in Europe. Although
new technology has reduced the need for a dedicated nazi
publisher, Hancock is still influential on the extreme right
internationally.
Williamson is attracting growing support from all kinds of
nazis, fascists and Jew-haters, many of whom were previously
more inclined to worship pagan gods than find their way to a
Catholic church. Some of them have also spoken at the New
Right club.
The Home Secretary may argue that she cannot ban Deckert
from entering the country because he is an EU citizen. That,
however, does not change the fact that his presence is not
conducive to the public good.
© Searchlight Magazine 2011
http://www.searchlightmagazine.com/index.php?link=templat
e&story=360
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Rev. Ted Pike: HELEN THOMAS SKEWERS ZIONISM – AGAIN, 7 November 2011
Veteran Washington insider and reporter 91-year-old Helen
Thomas created shockwaves a year ago when she declared
Israel should "get the hell out of Palestine." A disapproving
statement came from President Obama and Thomas suddenly
faced a vendetta from Jewish attack groups such as the Anti-
Defamation League. They persuaded her alma mater, Wayne
State University, to rescind her Lifetime Achievement Award.
"They took away basically my lifetime achievement award and
they wanted to take away the worst of all—the first
amendment right to speak freely—to speak and to write," she
said on Republic Radio in August.
Polls show Thomas is admired by most Americans, many of
whom share her conviction that America has no business
supporting the strife-engendering Jewish state. In an August 5
interview with Deanna Spingola on the Republic Broadcasting
Network, Thomas spoke out again. Here are her remarks,
arranged according to topic. To listen to the complete two-
hour broadcast commercial-free, go here at truthtellers.org.

Founding of Israel
"[The Israelis]…most of them, came from somewhere else and
to take people's land is just absolutely wrong. [In 1948] they
would call different homes out and tell the people if you don't
leave in 24 hours we're going to wipe out this house and your
family. Everybody was fleeing. And the Israelis said "nobody
has to leave" which is a joke, of course. How did all these
strangers wind up in Israel, Jerusalem, and say this is my
home, or wind up in Tel Aviv? Truman recognized the state of
Israel at 3 o'clock in the morning when they knocked on his
door on May 15th, 1948—this was totally, absolutely wrong.
"They drove the people from their homes—they're still living in
caves and tents—sixty years driven from their homes. Some
Palestinians had keys to the door. The [Jewish] woman
[would] open the door and say 'this is my home! Who are you,
go away!' How can they [the Palestinians] tolerate that?
"[Grabbing Palestinian land] is always done since they were
created. Anyone with any real soul and heart knows what
they've been doing is mean—you just can't take what doesn't
belong to them."

Zionist Control of the White House
"I think every president has had to bow to the whole problem
of [Zionism being created] . . . They [Zionists] used their
money. They had the power: communication, propaganda, so
it's been going on more than a century. I think there's a great
purpose—to preserve Israel at all costs. [Zionism was] aided
and abetted by almost every president because they put
money in campaigns and presidents owed a debt."

Zionist Control of Congress
Caller: "How do so many of the Israeli people have dual-
citizenship when they come from every country of the world?"
Thomas : "That's right, they've got a real control of Congress
and have been able to manipulate and get this kind of prestige
[to allow dual-citizenship to Jews]. Also, every
administration—every president has to cow-tow (she says
Jimmy Carter's administration may have been an exception.)
"When you have that kind of power over the White House,
[politicians] owe a debt. [Politicians] 'can't' [respond to phone
calls critical of Israel.]
Caller: "How long have you known about Zionists in
Congress?"
Thomas: "When I first hit Washington in 1942 I began to
realize that all was not all it seemed. I think I've learned more
and more about Zionist pressure in our country and now I
think it's reached a high-point—there's no question that they
have power."
Spingola: "They all serve the same masters over there in the
Middle East."
Thomas: "That's right, it's true—and in the US. It's
unbelievable the kind of pressure that's put on our
administration when you have practically every member of
Congress genuflecting when Netenyahu stands up there—I
don't know how many times they bowed and scraped before
him."
Spingola: "That is just ridiculous. Who else comes into
Congress and gets that response?"

Thomas: "No one."
Spingola: "And they're just a dinky little country—stolen land
in the Mideast and everyone dances around."
Speaking about Israel's 2006 bombing of Southern Lebanon,
Thomas says, "It was unbelievable what Sharon did and the
U.S. [Congress and president] stood by."

Israel's Nuclear Program
Thomas: "Is it possible for even a president who talks about
change to tell the truth [about Israel's nuclear weapons]?"
Spingola: "How did he respond when you asked him about
who had nuclear weapons in the Mideast?"
Thomas: "He said that is what is speculated—I said you don't
have to speculate, that is the first thing you learn when you
take office: who has the weapons, who is the enemy."
"Israel will do anything now to keep any other country from
having nuclear weapons—including forcing us to bomb Iran. .."

Zionist Control of State Department
"The State Department bends to the politics of the day and
where the money is. The State Department has betrayed true
diplomacy. Diplomats all over the world, they know exactly
what is going on, yet when they write home…and wire the
State Department, nothing happens. They have eliminated all
the Arabists—any diplomat who has really studied in the Arab
world or served there has been eliminated and even major
universities—every major history department has been taken
over."

Zionist Media Control
Caller: "The problem with reporters not speaking up is that all
the major media is controlled by the Zionists. They own it, so
there's no way they're gonna speak up—they'll lose their job."
Thomas: "You bet!"

Praise for Alternative Talk Radio
Thomas says of burgeoning alternative media, "I think it is
tremendous—a breakthrough." She says of Spingola's
program, Spingola Speaks on Republic Broadcasting Network,
"I'm amazed at the courage of this program – congratulations
for your courage."

USS Liberty Attack
Thomas agrees with many statements by Spingola and guest
host Eileen Fleming concerning injustices and deceptions by
the U.S. government and Israel after Israel's attack on the
USS Liberty. "We didn't know all the facts when the Liberty
was bombed in broad daylight."

Persecution of Thomas
"You don't take any stand for Arabs and get away with it. I'm
persona non grata in this country."
Spingola: "Someone accused you of being anti-Semitic."
Thomas: "I had a profane word that I don't say on the air:
'It's a lot of BS.' I mean, it's created. There is no rights under
their view. We have no rights."

Varied Comments
"I think Jerusalem should be internationalized—the city for
everyone. We should get out of Afghanistan, Iraq, Yemen—
every other place we're in—get out and why keep on killing
and dying."

Free Speech
Despite the turbulence surrounding her over the past year,
Thomas remains an optimist. "I think we can't live without
hope. I would never live without hope, I always believed the
truth will come out."
LISTEN HERE! Deanna Spingola Interview with Helen Thomas
commercial-free!
http://truthtellers.org/radiobroadcasts/Spingola_HelenThomas
Interview_5aug11_Part1.ram
http://truthtellers.org/radiobroadcasts/Spingola_HelenThomas
Interview_5aug11_Part2.ram

***
"Strive as in a race to achieve the goal of excellence in

all that you do."

For real insights visit:

http://www.ascertainthetruth.com

____________________________
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Jennifer Lipman: Israeli neo-Nazi sentenced in 'horrifying' case, 4 Nov 2011 - 11:31am
The leader of an Israeli neo-Nazi group has been sentenced to
five and a half years in jail.
Dmitry Bogotich was the head of a Petah Tikva-based gang
that carried out racially-motivated physical attacks on
Orthodox Jews and foreign workers and daubed swastikas and
graffiti saying "death to Jews" on synagogues. The group
searched for potential victims in Tel Aviv, including in the area
around the central bus station.
Bogotich had served in the Israeli army and told the court that
he joined the group while he was completing his service.
The group's actions were exposed in 2007 and eight gang
members, most of whom had come to Israel from the Former
Soviet Union, were arrested. Bogotich, who was arrested in
January, initially escaped prosecution by fleeing to Kyrgystan.
Bogotich, 23, confessed to aggravated assault, publishing
racist incitement and possessing racist material. He was given
a 69 month sentence and a 12 year suspended term.

Judge Judith Amsterdam in the Tel Aviv District Court said the
group targeted weak populations on the margins of society,
who could not defend themselves"
"The revelation that violence based on racist ideologies is
reemerging in the state of Israel is horrifying, and reopens the
gaping wounds of those Holocaust survivors who are exposed
to these events on radio and television."
Four other gang members were also jailed this week, including
one whose family survived the Holocaust. At the time, his
grandmother said: "I was only six when the
Nazis rounded up all the Jews and began to shoot them.
"I was only saved because somebody fell on top of me
and hid me. I know what the Nazis are, I went through
it, and my grandson knows this."
The case sent shockwaves around Israel and prompted debate
on whether Israel's Law of Return should be changed.
http://www.thejc.com/news/israel-news/57748/israeli-neo-
nazi-sentenced-horrifying-case

_______________________________
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 6:57 AM

Subject: Congresswoman Gabriel Gifford from Arizona takes a 9mm round to the head...
...and survives because it was a completely contrived event
under cover of an elaborate exercise involving the networks of
Maurice Greenberg (AIG, ACE, Bermuda, Lloyds and so, so,
much more), George Soros and Maurice Strong (his daughter
is the wife of Maurice Greenberg's son).
The incredible recovery of Congresswoman Gabriel Gifford who
supposedly took a 9mm round at point blank range to the
head (you do not survive a 9mm round to the head fired at
point blank range with this kind of recovery):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVfeV_-4BvU&NR=1
This video is bullshit; the 'doctor' is a professional actress tied
into Maurice Greenberg's network as she describes Gabrielle
Gifford's arrival at the University medical Center:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIsTe8C3luM&feature=relat
ed

Watch this next bullshit video; the 'doctor' on the left of this
video shot is another actor and is based out of Arizona
describing the shooting last January of 2011 (most people
have already forgotten about the incident):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ppGnM5wcsc&feature=rel
ated
Gabrielle Gifford's aid, Gabe Zimmerman is exposed as fraud:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z90YbOQYgH0&NR=1
The beautiful little girl supposedly killed by the assassin
(attempted?) of Gabrielle Gifford (a fraud):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzVv_FYmPrg&feature=rel
mfu
Finally, here is the explanation of the hit (drill) on
Gifford:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1OHFV__ffE&feature=list
_related&playnext=1&list=SPDE0DD6EA5ED45B9E

_______________________________________

Put a Little Pun in Your Life
1. The fattest knight at King Arthur's round table was Sir

Cumference. He acquired his size from too much pi.

2. I thought I saw an eye doctor on an Alaskan island, but it

turned out to be an optical Aleutian.

3. She was only a whiskey maker, but he loved her still.

4. A rubber band pistol was confiscated from algebra class,

because it was a weapon of math disruption.

5. No matter how much you push the envelope, it'll still be

stationery.

6. A dog gave birth to puppies near the road and was cited for

littering.

7. A grenade thrown into a kitchen in France would result in

Linoleum Blownapart.

8. Two silk worms had a race. They ended up in a tie.

9. A hole has been found in the fence around the baseball

stadium. The police are looking into it.

10. Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.

11. Atheism is a non-prophet organization.

12. Two hats were hanging on a hat rack in the hallway. One

hat said to the other: 'You stay here; I'll go on a head.'

13. I wondered why the baseball kept getting bigger. Then it

hit me.

14. A sign on the lawn at a drug rehab center said: 'Keep off

the Grass.'

15. The midget fortune-teller who escaped from prison was a

small medium at large.

16. The soldier who survived mustard gas and pepper spray is

now seasoned veteran.

17. A backward poet writes inverse.

18. In a democracy it's your vote that counts. In feudalism it's

your count that votes.

19. When cannibals ate a missionary, they got a taste of

religion.

20. If you jumped off the bridge in Paris, you'd be in Seine.

21. A vulture boards an airplane, carrying two dead raccoons.

The stewardess looks at him and says, 'I'm sorry, sir, only one

carrion allowed per passenger.'

22. Two fish swim into a concrete wall. One turns to the other

and says 'Dam!'

23. Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly, so they lit a

fire in the craft. Unsurprisingly it sank, proving once again that

you can't have your kayak and heat it too.

24. Two hydrogen atoms meet. One says, 'I've lost my

electron.' The other says 'Are you sure?' The first replies, 'Yes,

I'm positive.'

25. Did you hear about the Buddhist who refused Novocain

during a root canal? His goal: transcend dental medication.

26. There was the person who sent ten puns to friends, with

the hope that at least one of the puns would make them

laugh. No pun in ten did.

_______________________________________________


